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Abstract: This paper presents general guidelines that can be used for preparing various test cases for the General Search Engine Optimization (GSEO) process to check whether the GSEO steps have been carried out properly or no longer for an assortment of search engines used on the web. An strive is made to discover test cases distressing steps during the GSEO process on well-liked search engines like Google, Yahoo, Bing, etc. Moreover, discusses the significance of various test cases useful in improving GSEO process steps.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Every business needs promotion management for its website to get top position in the results produced by various search engines to satisfy different search queries of users. General Search Engine Optimization (GSEO) is a process of getting good rank in results produced by different available search engines. By steps of GSEO process we can send details of a website or a web page to web crawler of a search engine and the web crawler sends website or web page information to a search engine database. Search Engine Optimization (SEO) techniques usually come back beneath the scrutiny relating to their viability and moral acceptance within the net community. Ever since web promoting and net analytic became key parts of promoting budget of a business, getting higher ranking within the computer programme Result Pages (SERPs) has become extremely essential and consequently outsourced to skilled corporations [7].

GSEO highlights a step wise procedure to get better rank in search engine results. GSEO can be divided into steps like: competitor analysis, keyword analysis, title creation for web page, meta tags for web page, head tag adjustment in a web page, preparation of a unique content for a web page, ALT tag for images available in a web page, search engine submission, directory submission, promotion in social media, social bookmarking, link building, article generation, application submission, blog creation, blog submission, etc. During the searching activity, a SEO professional not only concentrate on keywords but also on the behavior of searching query is equally relevant [10]. According to SEOMoz and analysis leading SEO factors, the foremost vital ranking factors (http://www.seomoz.org/article/search-ranking-factors) are: mistreatment keywords within the title tag, anchor text of incoming links, international authoritative links on the web site, web site age, the recognition of link at intervals the inner structure of the web site, thematically relevant incoming links, quality of links on the web site within the thematic community, mistreatment key words within the text body and recognition of world links on websites that link to website" [15].

LITERATURE REVIEW
Researchers have found that a focused crawler traverses the net, choosing out relevant pages for a predefined topic and neglecting those out of concern. Collection domain specific documents mistreatment centered crawlers has been thought-about together of the foremost necessary ways to seek out relevant data [3]. Researchers have identified three major categories of SEO: White hat SEO, Black hat SEO, and Grey hat SEO. Individuals working in the academic sector have studied design of search engines and the concept of search engine optimization through many approaches to SEO campaign website analysis like competitive analysis, proper keyword usage, content development, on-page optimization, off-page optimization, etc. In studies within the area of search engine optimization, the most important on-page SEO techniques embody optimized titles and descriptions, correct URL structures, easy navigation, optimized internal links, text data formatting use of H1, H2, bold, etc., image improvement - image size, image names, use of elevation tag, easy pages, quick loading pages. Google authorship verification for all pages, high-quality contemporary content, external links, etc. The foremost necessary off-page SEO techniques include link building, social media promotion, social bookmarking, etc [11]. Web ranking algorithmic programs like hits algorithmic...
program and linguistics similarity algorithm square measure enforced so as to match these techniques and analyze their results chiefly in terms of net ranking [13]. Researchers have printed particulars regarding all the foremost search engines like Google, Yahoo, Ask, Bing, etc. to rank web-pages supported bound factors that have an effect on its ranking. SEO intend at creating the correct sorts of signals on the online pages [9]. therefore conifer State of things that play a crucial role whereas doing keyword analysis and contestant analysis in page ranking embody identification of the $64000 competition, competitive rankings, keywords review, keywords used within the foundation name, web site style of the domain, keywords used anywhere at intervals the title tag, page meta robots tags, keywords used as a result of the initial word, existence of substantive, distinctive content on the page, language of the content used on the placement, keywords used anywhere at intervals the H1 headline tag, keywords used as a result of the initial word(s) at intervals the H1 tag, etc. thanks to the character of the online, there'll continually be some SEO technique that may prove effective with relation to ranking in search engines. After all, search engines don’t have the flexibility to get fashionable content, but search engines solely acknowledge it with the utilization of bound factors and trade. Provided that AN SEO approach identifies numerous factors, it strives to use them the maximum amount as doable [16].
GSEO PROCESS STEPS WITH TEST CASES

The GSEO process is divided into two parts (A) ON-PAGE SEO AND (B) OFF-PAGE SEO

![Diagram of GSEO process steps]

**Figure 1. The General SEO process steps**

Step 1: Competitor Analysis

The first step of On-Page SEO is competitor analysis. In this competitor analysis, mostly we find competitors of related services or products having better rank in different search engines. For example, assume that we do GSEO for website W1 for keyword A1 by typing the keyword A1 in search engine. If we obtain as results the websites W2, W3, W4, etc. are competitors of W1 for the keyword A1. Here are general guidelines to perform competitor analysis:

1. Check which keywords were used by competitors.
2. Make list of the competitor’s back links.
3. Check competitor’s page ranks in Google and also how do they perform in other search engines like Yahoo, Bing and in other search engines.
4. Find number of indexed pages the sites of competitors have with search engines.
5. Evaluate competitor’s presence on social media, etc.

Step 2: Keyword Analysis

Effective keyword research is at the heart of GSEO. At the beginning stage of the process of website development, the developers have to choose those keywords that will be critical to the success of the website [6]. First objective is to choose the low competition long tail keyword with the help of useful tools, such as “Google Keyword Planner Tool” to get fast indexing in the Google search results [14]. Keyword analysis is to find the keywords and phrases in web content that make it possible for people to find a website via search engines easily. Here are some general guidelines to perform keyword analysis:

1. Check the list of important keywords, relevant keywords and keyword phrases.
2. Make a mix of head terms and long-tail keywords.
3. Ensure that how competitors are ranking for those keywords, using suitable tools like Google AdWords tool, keyword planner, cut down your keyword list for single page.
4. Check the keyword in Google keywords tools to high, low and medium bids.
5. Check the keyword having a low difficulty score from keyword tool.
6. Check the keywords are in anchor text on site.
7. Make sure that the keywords have been used in first 100-150 words.

Step 3: Title Tag

When GSEO process is going on first we decide the title tag keywords. Every page has some information to introduce and we can put all important keywords as a title of web page. The title tag is actually significant for good search engine ranking. Search engine generally crawls the pleasure of title tag on the priority basis. Page title is the first thing that a search engine will look [4]. Here are some guidelines for title tag:

1. Ensure that the page titles are petite and revealing in page or in HTML code.
2. Make sure that the page title page in long tails titles.

On-Page SEO
the title tags are maximum 66-70 characters including space, place top performing keywords in descending order.

Example of www.solex.in:
<Title>Solar Panel Manufacturers, SOLAR pv products manufacturers in India, BIPV, Water Heaters, SOLAR POWER PLANT</Title>

Step 4: Meta Tag
Meta tags are only one small element tags, used to present meta keyword <meta name="keyword"> and meta description <meta name="description">. The meta keywords tag is used to emphasize the keyword phrases by using it a page is described. The meta report tag may be made up of a few sentences forming a paragraph that uses various keywords and describe the page information [1]. Here are some of the general guidelines for using Meta tag: Check whether the meta descriptions are given or not. Ensure that the meta descriptions are maximum 140-150 characters in size. Check whether the duplicate meta descriptions are frequently overlooked or not, Google will flag these quickly. Check whether the target keywords are included in the Meta descriptions. If the keywords of your search query are found in your description, then they are displayed in bold text. Also ensure that the keywords found in the meta description should be elaborated in web pages or articles.

Example of www.solex.in:

Step 5: Header Tags (H1, H2, H3, H4 etc.)
HTML heading tags h1, h2, h3... and so on... are very important for search engines. Different search engines see header tags as titles of topics. Text of heading tags is very effective if it is similar to given targeted keywords of web page. Heading tags are used by crawlers to emphasize important content of a web page.

Here are some of the general guidelines for using header tags: Use only one H1 header per page. Target similar keyword phrases as the ones targeted when writing the page title. Make sure that the headings (h1,h2) are significant and restricted in HTML code. Check the header font size. Ensure that the headlines that are clear, interesting and make use of rich keywords. Check the proper tag hierarchy when tagging headlines H1 - main titles, H2 - subtitle since it is important to maintain a well-structured information. Verify that text contents of the <h1> tag also represent a description of the main theme of the page.

Step 6: Alt with images
Images with content are a great way to make a web site more visual. Image with <ALT> and description is more useful for GSEO process. <ALT> option is used to describe the image with keyword. Here are some general guidelines for images: Confirm that the images are <ALT> text in HTML code. Check the image descriptions are available in HTML code. Check whether uploaded image path is proper or not. Check image upload functionality with image files of different extensions. Check image upload process with image size greater than the max allowed size. Ensure that at least one image file name includes your target keyword and that target keyword is part of image <ALT> text.

Step 7: Keyword Density
Keyword Density means number of words and phrases which include keyword place into single web page. If the keyword density is effective enough in a web page which describe proper information then it will definitely benefit to locate or “index” a web page with the use of “spiders” or “crawlers” to get a high rank in search engine results page (SERP). If the total number of words in a web page is pn (that is page numbers) and total number of keywords in web page is kn (that is keyword numbers) then percentage(%) = kn/pn. Here are some general guidelines for usage of keyword density: Ensure that the total percentage (%) of keywords is not more than 3% to 5% on the page. Check whether the number of linked words for keywords are proper or not. Check the number of non-linked words of keyword. Check the number of stop words or very short words used in the non-linked text or not. Check whether keyword is part or the URL or not.

Step 8: Unique Content
Unique content is not content that appears on the Internet in more than one web site or web page but it is a key point for GSEO process. Without unique content on web page GSEO process becomes lengthy and harder. To get a higher rank in search engine unique content plays a vital role. Here are some general guidelines for unique content: Check whether same content appears on the Internet at more than one places? Check that the unique page content efficiently communicates the topic of the page's content. Check that the structure of URL is simple to understand and conveys the unique content information easily. Check the unique content’s grammar and spelling mistake. Check whether the content is proper website relevant unique content or not. Check whether consistency is maintained when unique content words are linked internally throughout a website. Make sure the website adds a link back to the original page content properly. Reduce similar content at minimum. Remove duplicate content from search engines, and also indexes by no indexing with meta robots or through removal via webmaster tools[8].

Off-Page SEO
Step 1: Content Quality
Content quality in terms of GSEO means that content should be easily understandable and it should be based on target keywords. Duplicate or similar content on more than one website is not good also duplicate content can be checked using plagiarism tools. Here are some general guidelines and points to be taken care of for ensuring content quality: Check whether the page provides a reason for people to spend more time to reading page information. Check does a page offer real information. Information on web page are something important to page viewers, that is unique and useful or not? Check that the page contents successfully describe the subject of the page’s content. Check the proper site related content, which should be understandable.

Step 2: Link Building
Link building means, links set to web pages internally on same URL and also links to other URL web pages. The total number of web pages linked to another website. This has been a huge determining factor on how search engines determine a site's position in the search results [6]. Here are some general guidelines for link building: Make sure that the HTML snippets created for other person link for web page on URL. Check link that is editorial. Check content should be of good quality so that it earns more organic or natural links. Make sure that the link is not manipulative otherwise it will be spam.

Step 3: Search Engine Submission
Each and every web site needs to submit in different search engines like Google, Yahoo, Bing, etc because by submitting website search engine can review the website in easy and fast manner. There are different ways to submit website to search engines like for Google link is https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/submit-url?continue=/addurl&pi=1, and also submit your site map to Google via their webmaster tools, for Bing link is http://www.bing.com/toolbox/webmaster etc. Here are some general guidelines for search engine submission: Check that the website can be found in Google or other search engine. Verify website using webmaster tools. Checks URL error during search engine submission.

Step 4: Directory Submission
Directory submission is a very important step of the GSEO process because most of search engines finds result of search queries in niche directories. By regularly doing directory submission in different directories will give good index to website on targeted directory. Here are some general guidelines for directory submission: Check whether the website is submitted in appropriate category and good directory. Check directory is not spam website before submit the submission of website, Check provided corporeal address or blog stats. Check and not prefer put forward to a site that necessitate reciprocal link back or banners on web site or web page.

Step 5: Article Submission
Article submission is one of the important steps of Off-page optimization. If authors write articles themselves, then they can submit them to standard article directory sites like; Ezine, Go Articles, Now Public, etc. this could facilitate drive traffic to web site, and additionally gain some links to web site from others. Here are some general guidelines for article submission: Check links in the body of the article or not. Make sure company promoted in the body of the article or not. Check plagiarizes of article content. Check something repeated many time in article. Check misspellings or grammatical errors of article content and submit it in article submission websites.

Step 6: Social Media Optimization (SMO)
Social media optimization is outlined by the distribution of social objects and their ability to rise to the highest of any connected search question, wherever and once it’s performed [2]. SMO encourages social media engagement and content sharing through the leading social networking sites that represent users learning and analysis environments [5]. Here are some general pointers for social media optimization: make certain on clicking variety button. User ought to be re-directed to the corresponding Facebook page, User ought to ready to just like the page. Make certain the quantity of likes gets incremented. Make certain once feeling that activity is obtaining displayed on user's profile page. Make certain the user is in a position to in contrast to the page. Check the quantity of likes gets decremented or not. Make certain on clicking the twitter button user gets directed to the twitter's page, User is in a position to share that page or tweet it. Check the count gets incremented by clicking on the twitter button. Make certain on clicking the Google and button, user is re-directed to the corresponding Google page and by language in user are ready to share page. Make certain by sharing, the forecast the Google and button will increase. Check if the positioning is shared with social media sites or not.

Step 7: Social Bookmarking
Social bookmarking is the technique of encouraging website. Put forward newest blog posts and pages to the most admired bookmarking sites like Tumblr, Reddit, StumbleUpon, MetaFilter, Delicious, Digg, etc. Search engines find these types of sites because the content on these sites is updated.

Here are some general guidelines for social bookmarking: Check the work in high PR social bookmarking or not. Check whether the work to blog title in social bookmarking is appropriate or not. Check the bookmarking on blog to short description. Check the bookmarking to proper link to blog. Check the how to put in meta keyword on social bookmarking.

Step 8: Blog
By writing a web log for a web site, it’s a reason for guests to stay returning to the online website and continue up to now with latest posts. It conjointly helps search engines to crawl websites a lot of often times, as they need to update latest web log post entries. There are 3 forms of blogs supported completely different values for company marketing: (i) company blogs that are developed for the corporate or maintained by the corporate, own the worth of “open show” in line with the merchandise or services introduction in their blogs, (ii) Elite blogs have abundant
result on the general public, (iii) “Community blogs which might offer the worth of communication and interaction to let individuals share freely on the Internet” [12]. Here are some guidelines for blog: Check that the blog content should be the minimum 300-350 words. The blog should have unique title. Ensure that the anchor text is easy to convey the contents linked to blog. Make sure that the blog is uploaded into the best site. Blog URLs for these posts did not change. Check whether each blog post shows the publishing date on blog page.

Step 9: Forum
Forum posting is off-page GSEO technique which is effective to get quality back links in GSEO process. Find similar appropriate forums and join in those forums and related forum with high authority, register and create a profile with all information. Use the signature option carefully to get back links. Post new information or reply to others’ questions to get back links and make relationship with others. Here are some guidelines for forum: Check the posting if encounter issues, remove some keywords from the signature of forum. Check the posting if we only have forum back links, it can be decrements rankings. Check the forum to see if a link to website is from lawful and honest participation in a web forum. Check the forum posting if we wants articles and forum posts to be efficient. Make sure need to respect the guidelines of the medium we are posting on — otherwise risk articles and forum posts are deleted instantly.

Case Study
Below table 1 represents page rank report of “www.solex.in”. Below chart describes comparison of different keywords which are used in different search engines. Generally when visitors of website search any keyword, they always go for first or may be second page links, after that they close it. In oct-16 the page rank was very poor, so the visitors did not reach to the website. Because when visitors enter the keyword in search engine the link is shown on lasts pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Google</th>
<th>Yahoo</th>
<th>Bing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solar pv products manufacturers in India</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar panel production in Gujarat</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar panel manufacturers</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi pv manufacturers in Gujarat</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solar home lighting system in India</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Example of applying above guideline get successful results.
Figure 2. Page rank comparison of “www.solex.in”

For solution, after applying guidelines which are presented in this paper, you can see the result in figure 2. In Jan-18 the page rank of www.solex.in website was very high and when the visitors enter the keywords they get results on first page.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a set of general guidelines to be followed during the general search engine optimization process steps. There are two categories of GSEO: On-page SEO and Off-page SEO. On-page SEO is divided into 8 steps: Competitor Analysis, Keyword analysis, Title tag, Meta Tag, Header Tags, ALT with Images, Keyword Density, Unique Content and Off-page SEO is divided into 9 steps: Content quality, Link building, Search engine submission, Directory Submission, Article Submission, Social Media Optimization, Social Bookmarking, Blog, Forum. Here in each and every step we have mentioned some major guidelines. We hope that a set of additional guidelines will be found in future.
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